Ability offers a full range of storage to enhance workspace organization that are available in a wide variety of finish colors.

● All dimensions and dimension codes are nominal

Caddie (ASCA), Double Caddie (ASDC)
• Surface available in Foundation Laminate and Flintwood colors
• Drawers and handles are available in Foundation colors
• Sides and shelves are available in Foundation, Accent and Mica colors
• Posts are available in Foundation and Mica colors

Kiosk Top (ASKT)
• Available in Foundation Laminate and Flintwood colors
• Edge trim style is only applied to the front edge

Small Trolley (ASTR), Large Trolley (ASLT)
• Surface available in Foundation Laminate and Flintwood colors
• Sides and shelves are available in Foundation, Accent and Mica colors
• Posts are available in Foundation and Mica colors

Kiosk (ASKS)
• Doors and drawers are available in Foundation, Accent and Mica colors
• Case is finished in Foundation and Mica colors
• Handles are available in Foundation colors

Bins (ASBS), Bin for Media (ASBM)
Available in Foundation colors

Drawer (ASDR)
Available in Foundation colors

Kiosk Accessories (ASKA)
• Frame is available in Foundation, Accent and Mica colors
• Fabric Tackboard available in a selection of Teknion's panel fabrics
• Mesh Tackboard is a Stainless Steel mesh

Mobile Task Board (ASMT)
• Frame, shelf, tray and accessory rail are available Foundation and Mica colors
• Tackboard available in a selection of Teknion's panel fabrics

Casters and levelers
Finished in Black

Edge Trim Styles
• Flat Trim (8), Bullnose Trim (2), Flintwood Flat Trim (9) and Flintwood Bullnose Trim (3)
• Some restrictions may apply
Caddies and Trolleys provide additional worksurface and storage in panel and freestanding environments.

- **Double Caddie (ASDC)**
  - Mobile personal storage unit
  - Available with two surface shapes, Rectangular and Accessory (only the Accessory top accepts the Table Rail (ACTR))
  - Comes with grommet at the rear of the unit to permit wire passage into and throughout the unit
  - Includes two lockable drawers each with pencil tray
  - Six Bins (ASBS/ASBM) or standard size binders will fit in the open compartment

- **Caddie (ASCA)**
  - Small mobile pedestal storage unit
  - Available with two surface shapes, Square and Oval
  - Includes lockable drawer with pencil tray
  - Three Bins (ASBS/ASBM) or standard size binders will fit in the open compartment

- **Large Trolley (ASLT)**
  - Standing height mobile storage unit
  - Available with three surface shapes, Rectangular, Rollo and Bean
  - A Table Rail (ACTR) can only be applied to the Accessory Top
  - Seven Bins (ASBS/ASBM) or standard size binders will fit on the shelf

- **Small Trolley (ASTR)**
  - Worksurface height mobile storage unit
  - A Drawer (ASDR) can be attached to the underside of the surface
  - Four Bins (ASBS/ASBM) will fit on each shelf; standard size binders will fit on the open shelf

- Caddies and Trolleys include casters that can be specified lockable or non-lockable (lockable casters will be positioned in the front)
- Caddies and Trolleys accept Bins (ASBS), Bins for Media (ASBM), Book Organizers (TBK6S) and a lockable Drawer (ASDR) that can be used as organizational tools
- Caddies include a mail slot on the right side which directs mail onto the top shelf of the unit; a place is provided beside the mail slot for a personalized label
- Caddies and Trolleys come with a knockout located at the back panel and in the bottom to provide for wire entry and exit

See page 68 for details
The following diagrams demonstrate options for planning with Active Storage.

Caddie (ASCA)
- Provides a mobile personal workstation storage solution, or it can be used as storage for non-dedicated workstations
- Provides an extension to any workspace

Double Caddie (ASDC)
- Is a mobile personal storage unit that accommodates binders and bins for active files
- Provides a secondary worksurface within the workstation

Large Trolley (ASLT)
- Provides mobile storage for large volumes of information
- Can be used in panel, freestanding, or open environments
- Provides a standing-height workspace. The Accessory Top has the ability to accept table accessories which creates a highly functional unit
- Can also be used as a storage island when positioned back-to-back or against a wall or panel

Small Trolley (ASTR)
Provides both active and mobile storage and an additional work plane when used adjacent to a primary worksurface or table
kiosk/mobile task board basics

Kiosks provide high capacity storage in a small footprint while adding worksurface and storage in panel and freestanding environments.

- Kiosks include a counterweight and can be specified with levelers or lockable or non-lockable
- Kiosks accept Bins (ASBS), Bins for Media (ASBM), Personal Organizers (PAX) and Book Organizers (TBK6S) that can be used as organizational tools
- To facilitate casual wire management and distribution a wire management knockout is located in the back panel of a Kiosk at access door height (excluding the full door Kiosk (ASKS08))

**Kiosk Top (ASKT)**
- An additional worksurface that can only be used with the Kiosk (ASKS)
- Hanging rails on all three sides of the Kiosk remain functional when the Kiosk top is applied
- Not equipped with inserts and cannot be installed on worksurface supports
- Book Organizers (TBK6S) can only be used if the top is not specified

**Kiosk (ASKS)**
- Provides high capacity storage in a small footprint
- Available in eight configurations
- Separate lockable sections
- Interior shelves have a 1” gap at the back to allow wires to pass through when a shelf is positioned above the knockout
- Book Organizers (TBK6S) can be used on the top of the unit if a Kiosk top (ASKT) is not specified
- Bins (ASBS), Bins for Media (ASBM) and Personal Organizers (PAX) can hang along the Kiosk edge (with or without a top)

**Kiosk Accessories (ASKA)**
Can be hung on the back or sides of any Kiosk via the top rail. Magnets on the back secure the board to the Kiosk

**Accessory Rail (Optional)**
- Allows for the utilization of Personal Organizers (PAX) and Bins (ASBS/ASBM)
- Personal Organizers (PAX) must be ordered through Complements: Teknion’s Ergonomics & Accessories Program

**Mobile Task Board (ASMT)**
- Includes an erasable message board and marker tray on the front and a fabric covered tackable surface on the rear side
- Adjustable hooks are included for hanging standard flip chart paper from the top of the paper
- The 60” wide mobile task board can accommodate two flip charts
- A shelf, located below the tackable surface has a rail to accept Book Organizers (TBK6S)
- Two rear casters are lockable
The following chart illustrates the Kiosk configurations available.

**hinged door**

- Incorporates a mail slot that directs mail onto an interior shelf
- A space is provided above the mail slot for a personalized label
- Constructed of embossed metal and can be specified as left or right opening
- Storage areas behind doors include a height-adjustable shelf for storage of binders, Bins (ASBS) or Bins for Media (ASBM)
- File drawers (Box, Box, File or File, File) in the bottom section of the unit are available when doors are located in the top section

**tambour door**

- Recedes into the body of the Kiosk
- Offered in a Clear Translucent finish
- Storage areas behind doors include a height-adjustable shelf for storage of binders, Bins (ASBS) or Bins for Media (ASBM)
- File drawers (Box, Box, File or File, File) in the bottom section of the unit are available when doors are located in the top section

**full door**

- Available with a shelf or wardrobe interior
- Constructed of embossed metal and can be specified as left or right opening
- Shelf interior unit includes three height-adjustable shelves for storage of binders, books, Bins (ASBS), Bins for Media (ASBM) and other items
- Wardrobe interior consists of one height-adjustable shelf, one pencil drawer, one lockable file drawer and a wardrobe segment with coat hook
- Wardrobe component is located on the hinged side

---

Shelf interior
(ASKS07)

Wardrobe interior
(ASKS08)

Full door only
(ASKS07/ASKS08)
active storage

active storage accessory basics

Drawers and Bins facilitate organization within Active Storage and Systems storage units.

**Drawer (ASDR)**
- Lockable and can be mounted to the underside of most Active Storage units, Tables, Systems Storage units and shelves
- Includes a pencil tray and a hardware kit for mounting to the underside of most Active Storage units, Work Tables or systems worksurfaces and shelves
- **Cannot** be mounted to Caddies as these units already come with drawers
- Can be stacked with other Drawers (ASDR)

**Bin for Media (ASBM)**
- Organizes and stores compact discs, VHS tapes, and zip disks designed to fit in Active Storage units
- Can hang off the Transit and T/O/S Accessory Element (TAE & PAE) as well as the accessory rail attached to the Mobile Task Board
- A place is provided on the bin for a personalized label

**Bins (ASBS)**
- For use in all Mobile Storage units
- A place is provided on the bin for a personalized label
- Hanging file tab slides along the sides of the bin to enable hanging of letter, legal and A4 size files
The chart below indicates the number of keys provided with each storage unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity of lock</th>
<th>caddies</th>
<th>kiosks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 x</td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x</td>
<td>ASDC</td>
<td>ASKA 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASKA 08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lighting, electrics & communications